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Introduction and overview


Hello Instagram!


We are compiling a document to ask for our Verification Badge, We have to say that there are 
many problems that have occurred because our brand doesn’t STAND OUT from the rest of the 
accounts, there are many other accounts posing as us in your platform and using our content, 
this hurts our business in many ways from bad customer support, selling products that are not 
ours but placing our brand in them, etc. 


We have to say we DON’T want to take down these accounts because some of them are 
authorized resellers, but nonetheless some times even them give bad customer support and 
the end customer blames the brand in general.


BELABEAR is one of our brands, but we are a Laboratory that has to comply with MANY 
regulations here in Mexico in order to be able to exist, one of these regulations is to be VERY 
careful with the content we post on social media including the benefits of our products, what 
they can do, etc. 


These accounts can really hurt us in many ways like I said before, this is why we want to ask 
for the Verification Badge in our account, we have asked for it before a couple of times but 
have been rejected, the problem is that we don't get a response on what we need to do in 
order to get it.


Our brand is not registered in the USA because we are a Mexican brand, our logo, business 
name, the whole brand is registered in Mexico by the IMPI which is a Mexican government 
brach dedicated to register intellectual property, again you can check them out here: https://
www.gob.mx/impi/


Like we mentioned above we are a registered Laboratory and we’re including our registration 
too, you can also check a video we uploaded on September the 3rd, this video displays our 
plant showing how we build the Gummies.


During this week we have been talking to your Trademark dispute department about some 
infringements of a particular account (Report#: 447275932799072), they have helped us in 
every way… THANK YOU


We mention this so you can understand that there are many accounts using our name, some of 
this benefits us and some hurts us (mostly hurts us).
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Accounts using our brand


PLEASE DON’T TAKE THEM DOWN because some of them are authorized resellers.


@belabeargomitas

@belabearcln

@belabear_pachuca

@belabear_gummies5

@belabear_gdl01

@belabearcolima

@belabear_gro

@belabear_beautygummies

@belabearhermosillo

@belabeargummies__

@belabear_col

@limayit

@belabeargummies_cuerna

@belabearbelabearxalapa

@belabeargummieslm

@belabear_gummies_ocotlan

@bear_gummies

@belabearguadalajara

@belabeargummies.cln

@belabeargummies_cdmx

@adictionshop

@belabearcdmx

@belabearpuruandiro

@belabear.gro

@belabeargummies_mty

@belabear_puebla

@belabeargummiesmexico

@belabear_pozaricaybocadelrio

@addiction_shop_

@belabear_gummies

@belabearcute

@belabeartoluca

@belabearvic

@belabears_coah

@belabearshop

@belabear_jal

@belabeartehuacan

@belabeargdlgummies

@belabear_gomitas

@belabear.qro

@belabeargummiescln

@belabear_beautygummies_

@belabearchiapas

@belabear.coatza

@belabearcolombiaoficial

@belabearcoahuila

@belabear.puebla

@belabear.hmo
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Government-issued documents and proof


Like mentioned above our brand is not registered in the USA because we are a Mexican brand, 
our logo, business name, the whole brand is registered in Mexico by the IMPI which is a 
Mexican government brach dedicated to register intellectual property, again you can check 
them out here: https://www.gob.mx/impi/


You can check in their database for the registration of BELABEAR here: 


http://marcanet.impi.gob.mx/marcanet/vistas/common/datos/bsqDenominacionCompleto.pgi


(if our brand didn't come up straight from the link, just type BELABEAR in the search box and 
our registration will come up with the number 1821474 which is the same registration number 
that's on our printed document attached in page 6 of this document).


You can also check in their database for the registration of SOLANUM Pharma here: 


http://marcanet.impi.gob.mx/marcanet/vistas/common/datos/bsqDenominacionCompleto.pgi


(if our brand didn't come up straight from the link, just type SOLANUM Pharma in the search 
box and our registration will come up with the number 1320639 which is the same registration 
number that's on our printed document attached in page 7 of this document).
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Registration document for BELABEAR 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Registration document for SOLANUM Pharma 
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Support images for proof of ownership 
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Support images for proof of ownership 
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Support images for proof of ownership 
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Support images for proof of ownership 
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Our Laboratory Brand



Brand Identity 

Logo 

Color Palette 

Typography  

Circular STD 
Playfair Display
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